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We introduce an extended Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) attack against two-
party key establishment protocols, where an adversary has access to both long-term
and ephemeral secrets of a victim. Such an attack poses serious threats to both key
authentication and key confirmation properties of a key agreement protocol, and it seems
practical because the adversary could obtain the victim’s ephemeral secret in a number
of methods; for example, by installing some Trojan horse into the victim’s computer
platform or by exploiting the imperfectness of the pseudo-random number generator in
the platform. We demonstrate that the 3-pass HMQV protocol, which is secure against
the standard KCI attack, is vulnerable to this new attack. Furthermore, we show a
countermeasure to prevent such an attack.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The history of two-party key establishment goes back
a long way, although the modern study of key establish-
ment protocols can be traced back to the seminal work of
Needham and Schroeder [11]. Particularly, since the semi-
nal work of Diffie and Hellman [4], key establishment has
been a very fruitful area in cryptography. So far, numer-
ous protocols have been proposed, as surveyed in [3,10].
The standardization bodies, such as ISO and IEEE, have also
created a number of key establishment standards [5,6,8].

With respect to two-party key establishment protocols,
there are two fundamental properties, namely key authen-
tication and key confirmation. Suppose that Alice runs a
protocol to establish a session key with Bob. The key au-
thentication property means that Alice is assured that only
Bob is able to learn the session key. The key confirmation
property means that if Alice has successfully ended a pro-
tocol execution then Alice is assured that Bob has actually
learned the session key. In most cases, the key confirma-
tion property implies entity authentication, which means
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that if Alice is assured that Bob actually participates in the
protocol execution. There have been many attack scenarios
against these properties, including attacks against forward
secrecy, unknown key share attacks, and key compromise
impersonation (KCI) attacks, as surveyed in [3,10].

In this Letter, we are interested in KCI attacks, as de-
scribed in [1,3], where an adversary, which has obtained
Alice’s long-term secret (such as a decryption key or a sign-
ing key), impersonates Bob to run the protocol with Al-
ice. A successful KCI attack may represent a violation to
both key authentication and key confirmation properties.
A two-party key establishment protocol is secure against
KCI attacks assures that the adversary cannot impersonate
another user, say Bob, to Alice even with access to Alice’s
long-term secret. Clearly, with Alice’s long-term secret, the
adversary can trivially impersonate Alice to any other user,
say Bob. Nonetheless, KCI attack resilience provides the ad-
ditional security assurance that, in the absence of Bob, an
adversary cannot successfully impersonate Bob to establish
a session key with Alice. This property has been advocated
for many protocols.

The contribution of this Letter is that we introduce a
new type of KCI attacks, namely the extended KCI attack.
In such an attack, the adversary has access to not only Al-
ice’s long-term secret but also her ephemeral secret such as
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the ephemeral Diffie–Hellman key. Note that, in practice,
to obtain the ephemeral secret, the adversary could install
some Trojan horse in the participant’s computing device
to steal the secrets, or it could make use of the imperfect-
ness of the pseudo-random number generator in use. We
demonstrate that the well-known 3-pass HMQV protocol
by Krawczyk [9], which is secure against the standard KCI
attack, is vulnerable to this new attack.

In order to avoid the extended KCI attack, we require
each participant individually provides a piece of evidence
that s/he is in possession of her/his long-term secret, apart
from using the secret in the Diffie–Hellman key exchange.
As a countermeasure, we show that a deterministic signa-
ture scheme can be used as this evidence and enables a
2-party key agreement protocol to prevent from such an
attack.

By following the security notion of KCI, as addressed
in [1], the adversary against the property of extended KCI
resilience is actively involved in the test session in the
sense that if the adversary challenges the oracle that be-
longs to Alice and has a matching oracle belonging to Bob,
the adversary is required to provide a signature on the pro-
tocol transcripts under Bob’s long-term private signing key.
With this restriction, we can address the functionality of
the adversary who has the goal of impersonating Bob to
Alice under the condition of corrupting Alice’s long-term
and ephemeral secrets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we demonstrate the extended KCI attack against
the 3-pass HMQV protocol. In Section 3, we show how to
enhance the HMQV protocol to prevent the extended KCI
attack. In Section 4, we conclude the paper.

2. Demonstration of the new attack

2.1. Description of the 3-pass HMQV

We recall the 3-pass protocol of the HMQV family [9],
and it is proven secure against the standard KCI attacks.
Let Alice and Bob be two users who trust a TTP in com-
mon and agree on a group G of prime order q, a generator
g of G, a hash function H, and a message authentication
code MAC. Alice selects her long-term private key a ∈R Zq

and lets the TTP certify the public key ga , and Bob selects
his long-term private key b ∈R Zq and lets the TTP certify
the public key gb . The protocol is shown in Fig. 1.

The values σa and σb are defined as follows:

d = H̄(X ||“Bob”), e = H̄(Y ||“Alice”),

σa = (
Y gbe)x+da

, σb = (
X gad)y+eb

,

where H̄ outputs the first � bit of the input of the hash
function H given that the security parameter is �. It is
straightforward to verify that

σa = σb = g(x+ad)(y+be).

2.2. Extended key compromise impersonation attack

We show an extended KCI attack, where the adversary
is allowed to access not only Alice’s long-term secret a but
Alice (a, ga) Bob (b, gb)

x ∈R Zq

X = gx

X−→
y ∈R Zq, Y = g y

km = H(σb||0)

Z = MAC(“1”,km)
Y ,Z←−

km = H(σa||0)

Verify Z
W = MAC(“0”,km)

W−→
Verify W

sk = H(σa||1) sk = H(σb||1)

Fig. 1. The 3-pass HMQV protocol.

also the ephemeral secret, namely the ephemeral Diffie–
Hellman key x. It is worth noting that this attack is beyond
the security model described in [9], so that it does not im-
ply the protocol is insecure in the original model.

The attack is indeed fairly straightforward. Referring to
the protocol in Fig. 1, suppose that an adversary has ac-
cess to x and a, and mounts an attack against Alice. To do
so, the adversary computes σ ′

b = g(x+ad)y · (gb)(x+ad)e and
impersonates Bob to send all the messages. Note the fact
that the computation of σ ′

b does not need the knowledge
of b. It is straightforward to verify that σ ′

b = σa , and the
adversary always succeeds in the attack. In addition, the
adversary computes the same session key as that of Alice.

Generally speaking, in the 3-pass HMQV protocol, one
can compute the session key with the knowledge of
(x, y,b) or (x, y,a) but without knowing a or b. We ob-
serve that if any 2-party authenticated key agreement pro-
tocol with this property, then it suffers from the extended
KCI attack. For example, Key Agreement Mechanisms 8–10
of ISO/IEC 11990-3:2008 [7] are secure against a KCI attack
but vulnerable to an extended KCI attack. Note that, for Key
Agreement Mechanism 8, we only consider Entity A, since
Entity B suffers from the KCI attack.

3. Prevention of the attack

With respect to the extended KCI attack against the
3-pass HMQV protocol, the problem is that, once obtaining
Alice’s both long-term and ephemeral secrets the adversary
is able to compute the authentication message Z without
the knowledge of Bob’s private key b. We observe that
in order to prevent such an attack, the users (Alice and
Bob) should additionally and individually demonstrate the
knowledge of their long-term private key to each other.
To do this, we make use of deterministic EU-CMA secure
signature schemes. By a deterministic signature, we mean
that a signature is a function of the private signing key
and a signed message, and does not involve any ephemeral
secret, since we assume our solution works in the environ-
ment where the ephemeral secret might be vulnerable. As
an example, we choose the BLS signature for a reasonably
good performance [2], although other secure deterministic
signature schemes should also suffice.
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Alice (a, A = ga) Bob (b, B = gb)

x ∈R Zq, X = gx

X−→
y ∈R Zq, Y = g y

km = H(σb||0)

Z = MAC(“1",km)

m = “Alice”‖“Bob”‖A‖B‖X‖Y

V = (H1(m))b

Y ,Z , V←−
km = H(σa||0)

Verify Z
W = MAC(“0”,km)

Verify V
m = “Alice”‖“Bob”‖A‖B‖X‖Y
V ′ = (H1(m))a

W , V ′
−→

Verify W
Verify V ′

sk = H(σa||1) sk = H(σb||1)

Fig. 2. The enhanced 3-pass HMQV protocol.

In the following, we first describe the BLS signature
scheme, and then present the enhanced 3-pass HMQV pro-
tocol.

3.1. The BLS signature scheme

Let G,GT be groups of prime order q, and g be a gen-
erator of G. Let H1 : {0,1}∗ → G. Suppose that there exists
a bilinear map ê : G × G → GT . If a signer possesses the
private/public key pair (α, gα), where α ∈R Zq . For a mes-
sage β ∈ {0,1}∗ , the signature generation and verification
procedures are as follows:

1. The signer computes V as the signature, where V =
(H1(β))α ∈ G.

2. The verifier verifies that ê(V , g) = ê(H1(β), gα). If so,
the signature is accepted.

This scheme is proven to be EU-CMA secure under the
computational Diffie–Hellman assumption [2]. Moreover, it
is straightforward to check that the signature V leaks no
information about α given that H1 is modeled as a random
oracle and the discrete-logarithm problem is hard in G.

3.2. Enhanced 3-pass HMQV protocol

We assume the same setting of the original 3-pass
HMQV protocol shown Fig. 1. But, for the group G de-
fined in the original protocol, we further assume that there
exists a group GT of prime order q and a bilinear map
ê : G × G → GT . Let H1 be a hash-function, H1 : {0,1}∗ →
G. The enhanced 3-pass HMQV protocol is shown Fig. 2,
where Alice and Bob use BLS signatures to demonstrate
their knowledge of their long-term secrets. Note that the
data used by Alice to demonstrate her knowledge is under-
lined, and that used by Bob to demonstrate his knowledge
is boxed.

With respect to this enhanced protocol, we briefly anal-
yse its security properties from two aspects:
1. Since a BLS signature leaks no information about the
signing key, Alice (Bob) does not leak any information
about a (b) by getting involved in the additional proce-
dure. As a result, the security properties of the original
3-pass HMQV protocol, as described in [9], will still
hold.

2. Because the BLS signature scheme is EU-CMA secure,
an adversary cannot impersonate Alice to Bob (or
Bob to Alice), i.e. mounting an extended KCI attack
against Bob (or Alice), even if it has compromised
Bob’s (or Alice’s) long-term and ephemeral secrets. Be-
cause the BLS signature is deterministic, security of
this signature does not rely on the assumption that
any ephemeral secret is safe in the system.

In summary, the enhanced 3-pass HMQV protocol pre-
serves the original security properties described in [9], and
it is also secure against the extended KCI attack.

4. Conclusion

In this Letter, we have introduced an extended KCI at-
tack against two-party key establishment protocols and
shown that the 3-pass HMQV protocol is vulnerable to the
new attack. In the enhanced 3-pass HMQV protocol, be-
cause of involving the BLS signature, Alice (Bob) needs to
compute one exponentiation and one pairing. Compared
with the original protocol, this is a substantial increase in
the computational complexity. In addition, the enhanced
protocol requires the existence of a bilinear map for G. It
is an interesting future work to improve its efficiency and
avoid the additional requirement. Another interesting fu-
ture work is to analyse the security of other protocols with
respect to this new attack and investigate the correspond-
ing countermeasures. Yet another interesting future work
is to formalise the notion of extended KCI resilience to for-
mally study the new property.
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